Decorative
Openings
Doors and door hardware may be the most intimate points
of contact we have with a building. We’re affected by the
way a door looks and, the way the lever or pull on that door
feels. So while the first job of doors and hardware is to make
what’s behind them safe and secure, their aesthetics – their
contribution to the dominant attitude of a space and the
human experience – matter, too. ASSA ABLOY Group brands
provide beautiful doors, frames and hardware that will inspire
you and invigorate your interiors. Visit our Good Design Studio
to see our entire collection.
www.thegooddesignstudio.com

The Fairmont Hotel
Pittsburgh, PA

This beautiful LEED Gold hotel features doors and hardware
from ASSA ABLOY Group brands: ADAMS RITE, CECO DOOR,
GRAHAM, HES, McKINNEY, NORTON, PEMKO, RIXSON,
ROCKWOOD and SARGENT. Five hundred of the roughly
800 openings feature the eco-friendly and stylish GRAHAM
Sketch Door™. By mixing and matching different wood
species and grain directions, Sketch Doors provide high-end
visual appeal at an affordable price. The architects of the
Fairmont Pittsburgh chose a Rift Oak custom design featuring
a Walnut inlay and dark custom color finish for openings
throughout the building.
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ASSA ABLOY: Your
Resource for Total
Decorative Opening
Solutions
It’s not easy to define Good Design, but one thing
Good Design is not, is random. Good Design is
deliberate, well-conceived, without compromise.
Total Decorative Opening Solutions from ASSA ABLOY
Group brands are safe, secure, sustainable, and beautiful.
No compromises. Visit our Good Design Studio at
www.thegooddesignstudio.com to learn more.

Decorative Doors and Frames

Products
A	M AIMAN single-panel Stile and
Rail door with SARGENT mortise
lock and decorative lever, and
McKINNEY hinges
B	Decorative Hardware Collection:
Door pulls, stops and coat hooks
by ROCKWOOD; levers, roses
and thumb turns by SARGENT
and CORBIN RUSSWIN; hinges by
McKINNEY
C	GRAHAM custom Sketch Door™
with ROCKWOOD architectural
pull and MAIMAN wood frame,
casing and wood valance (Side
wall sliding door track hardware
available through PEMKO)
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Doors and frames keep us safe, provide for way-finding, and
insulate us from sound, heat, and cold. They can do all of
these things, and be expressive of, and consistent with, the
overriding design intent of a building’s interior.
Whether in wood from GRAHAM or MAIMAN; in aluminum
from FRAMEWORKS; in stainless steel or hollow metal from
CECO DOOR, CURRIES or ADAMS RITE; or, in decorative
laminates from GRAHAM or MAIMAN, ASSA ABLOY Group
brand doors and frames will meet the life-safety, security,
sustainability, energy efficiency, acoustic and aesthetic
requirements for any interior space.

Coordinated Hardware: Locks,
Trim and Accessories
ASSA ABLOY’s hardware manufacturers work collaboratively
to create aesthetically suited collections of coordinating
door levers, pulls, coat hooks, door stops, hinges, thumb
turns and accessories that complement our decorative
doors, and create distinctive door opening solutions.
Door openings can be safe, secure and beautiful with the
superbly styled decorative door levers, roses, escutcheons
and thumb turns, offered in a broad array of architectural
finishes, on commercial-grade mortise locks, tubular locks,
electro-mechanical locks, access-control and exit devices,
and master key systems manufactured by SARGENT
and CORBIN RUSSWIN. Select a decorative lever and use
it on every door within a building, regardless of the
door’s function.
Beautiful door pulls, cabinet pulls, coat hooks and door
stops by ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING, and decorative
hinges by McKINNEY, coordinate with the door levers
offered by SARGENT and CORBIN RUSSWIN to complete
any door opening.
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Hollow Metal Doors and Frames

Products

Durable and attractive hollow metal doors and frames
offered by CECO DOOR and CURRIES are available in a variety
of sizes, gauges and aesthetic profiles. Elegant doors with
high-definition embossed panels as well as wood grain
patterns can be manufactured with continuously welded,
seamless edges. Many door core types are available including
fire-, bullet-, and blast-resistant ratings and hurricane and
tornado resistant certifications with factory glazing and
acoustical doors achieve up to 66 Sound Transmission Class
(STC) rating. CECO DOOR and CURRIES have industry-leading
operable energy efficiency ratings and one of the highest
recycled steel usage rates in the industry.

A

A S tainless steel door and frame
from CECO DOOR and CURRIES.
Shown with SARGENT Harmony
access control device and
decorative lever

Applications
• Hospitals
• Food processing plants
• Laboratories
• Highly corrosive areas
• Private offices
•	Storage areas

Integrated Door, Frame and
Hardware Assemblies

• Universities
•	Hotels

The versatile, durable and aesthetically appealing RITE Door
by ADAMS RITE is a hollow metal door with a low-profile,
integrated exit device. The door can be primed, pre-finished to
match existing paints, or faced with decorative laminates. The
RITE Door is 3-hour fire-rated, available with glass lites, and is
top-latching, which eliminates the need for astragals in cross
corridor and elevator lobby applications. The low-profile push
bar is available in an attractive range of architectural finishes.
®

Aluminum Doors, Frames and
Windows
FRAMEWORKS offers expertly-engineered, aluminum
swinging and sliding doors, frames, and clerestory, sidelight,
or transom window solutions for interior applications.
FRAMEWORKS door, frame and window products are designed
with snap-on trim, recessed glazing pockets and concealed
fasteners. Project components are angled, segmented and
radiused to any specification, and are individually packaged
by opening to streamline installation. FRAMEWORKS solutions
are available with a variety of glazing options and with
anodized and electro-statically-applied standard or custommatched paint finishes. Interior sidelight assemblies with
wood doors achieve up to 35 STC rating.

Stainless Steel Doors and Frames
Stainless steel doors and frames from CECO DOOR and
CURRIES are appropriate for a wide range of applications, from
highly corrosive and clean room environments, to aesthetically
appealing entrance lobbies. Stainless steel doors and frames
have incomparably clean lines, and are extremely versatile.
Doors are offered with a variety of core types and can be
manufactured with vision lites and louvers. Blast- and
ballistic-rated doors and frames can be designed to
meet the most demanding site-hardening objectives.

Products
B F RAMEWORKS aluminum sliding
door, frame and window system
with ROCKWOOD pulls

Applications
• Hospitals
• Banks

B

• Universities
• Private offices
• Assisted living
• Hotels
• Schools

Products
C	ADAMS RITE the RITE Door®
with integrated concealed
vertical rod exit device

Applications
•	Cross corridor
• Elevator lobbies
•	Residence halls
• Private offices
•	Storage areas
• Assisted living
• Hotels
• Hospitals
• Universities
• Schools
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Wood Stile and Rail Doors

A

Elegance, quality and craftsmanship best describe MAIMAN wood
stile and rail doors. Available in a variety of lites, louvers and sticking
patterns, MAIMAN’s stile and rail doors are fire-rated (20/45/60/90
minutes), pre-finished, and can be grain- and color-matched for
compatibility. MAIMAN’s doors are GREENGUARD® certified and their
structurally engineered cores are SCS certified for recycled content.

Flush Wood Doors
GRAHAM’s beautiful architectural flush wood doors are crafted
in veneers to exacting fit and finish tolerances. The doors can be
available pre-finished, in 28 standard stains or painted in any Pantone
color. Custom color-matching is available. GRAHAM’s flush wood
doors can be manufactured with applied mouldings, lites and
louvers, and transoms. They are available with agrifiber, NAUF,
lead-lined, STC (up to 47) and fire-rated (up to 90 minutes) cores.
GRAHAM flush wood doors are FSC and GREENGUARD® certified
and can be produced with rapidly renewable veneers.

Sketch Doors
GRAHAM Sketch Door™ is an architectural flush wood door with
immense visual appeal. It is created by arranging wood veneers in
flush, decorative patterns. Choose from 18 standard Sketch designs
in 3 standard collections, or create a custom design. Sketch Doors are
available pre-finished in 28 standard stains, with agrifiber, NAUF, leadlined, STC (up to 47) and fire-rated (up to 90 minutes) cores. Sketch
Doors are FSC and GREENGUARD® certified and can be produced
with rapidly renewable veneers. MAIMAN wood door frames and
jambs are also available with fire ratings up to 90 minutes.

Low Pressure Decorative Laminate
(Thermal Fused) Doors
MAIMAN Thermal Fused doors combine the exceptional durability of
low-pressure laminate, with the look and aesthetic appeal of a flush
wood door. This attractive door is available in 28 standard faces, is
edge-banded on all four sides, and is guaranteed not to delaminate.
Lites and louvers are optional. Thermal Fused doors are FSC and
GREENGUARD® certified and available with 42 lb. density industrial
particle, NAUF and fire-rated (up to 90-minute) cores with STC ratings
of between 32 and 46.

A M AIMAN multi-panel
Stile and Rail door with
CORBIN RUSSWIN mortise
lock and decorative lever

Applications
• Universities
• Private offices
• Assisted living
• Hotels
• Schools
• Multi-family

Products
B M AIMAN Thermal Fused
door with SARGENT
tubular lock and
decorative lever

Applications
• Hospitals
• Assisted living
• Residence halls
• Hotels
• Multi-family
• Universities
• Schools

Products
C	M AIMAN fire-rated
wood jambs

•	Cross corridor
• Elevator lobbies
•	Residence halls
• Private offices
•	Storage areas

GRAHAM 5-ply, HPDL doors are consistently beautiful and
dependable, and can be constructed with Wilsonart®, Formica®,
Pionite® and Nevamar® face laminates and painted or stained vertical
edge bands. The doors have a lifetime warranty, and are available
with agrifiber, NAUF, STC (up to 46) and fire-rated (up to 90 minutes)
cores, and are FSC and GREENGUARD® certified.

• Hospitals

MAIMAN offers a complete line of non-rated 20-minute, or
fire-rated 45/60/90-minute wood frames and jambs.

B

Applications

High Pressure Decorative
Laminate (HPDL) Doors

Wood Frames and Jambs
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• Assisted living
• Hotels
• Universities
• Schools
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Decorative Levers and Trim
Sleek and unique are two words that describe the
commercial-grade decorative hardware offered by
CORBIN RUSSWIN and SARGENT. Beautiful decorative
door levers are available in 14 architectural finishes and
are compatible with CORBIN RUSSWIN and SARGENT
mortise and tubular locks, access control and exit devices,
and master key systems. Select a decorative lever and use
it on every door within a building, regardless of the door’s
function. Complete the trim detail with complementary
roses or escutcheons, thumbturns and cylinder collars.

Roseless Trim
Exclusive to CORBIN RUSSWIN and SARGENT is the uniquely
minimal, Roseless Trim. This elegant, commercial-grade
trim minimizes the appearance of hardware on a door.
Hardware meets door in a flawless aesthetic. Roseless
Trim is available in 14 architectural finishes on mortise
and tubular locks, and on select access control devices.

Decorative Accessories
Distinctive, discriminately chosen accessories elevate
ordinary door openings, to extraordinary door openings.
They define Good Design. Begin with the door. Select the
locking device and decorative lever or trim. But don’t forget
the complementary accessories: stunning architectural
door pulls with matching coat hooks and door stops
from ROCKWOOD; decorative hinges from McKINNEY;
coordinated hardware for every door opening.

Sliding Hardware
Stunning surface-mounted track sliding hardware systems
are offered by PEMKO in brushed or bright stainless
steel and dark bronze finishes, for glass and wood doors
weighing up to 240 pounds. Bar stock is offered in 6'6" and
8’8” standard lengths but can be customized. A variety of
striking hanger styles are offered for both glass and wood
doors. Each hanger is equipped with an anti-rise pin that
ensures a door won’t lift off the track. Floor mounted
door bottom guides are included for both glass and
wood systems.

Sustainable Design
It’s not enough for door openings to be secure and
beautiful; they need to be sustainable, too. ASSA ABLOY
Group brands design and manufacture products
with recycled and sustainably sourced materials that
contribute to energy efficiency, healthy air quality,
and superior aesthetic and acoustic attributes. We
believe in transparency, in communicating the life cycle
environmental impact of our door opening solutions
through Environmental (EPD) and Health (HPD) product
declarations, and in producing products that protect
people, places and the environment.
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Suited Decorative Hardware Collections

Products
AC
 ORBIN RUSSWIN and
SARGENT Roseless trim

Suited Decorative Hardware Collections from ASSA ABLOY Group
brands elevate ordinary door openings, to extraordinary door openings.
Visit The Good Design Studio to see our entire collection.
www.thegooddesignstudio.com.

Applications
• Private offices
• Hotels
• Universities
• Multi-family
• Assisted living
• Hospitals

Products
B P
 EMKO Track Sliding Hardware
systems for glass, wood and
metal doors

Applications
• Hotels

A
B

• Hospitals
• Private offices
• Assisted living
• Multi-family
• Residence halls

Products
C	ROCKWOOD Locking Pull
integrates a contemporary
postmount style door pull with a
deadbolt locking system for both
beauty and security

Applications
•	Multi-family
• Private offices
• Hotels
• Universities
• Schools
• Assisted living
• Hospitals
• Retail
• Libraries
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ASSA ABLOY Door Security Solutions
110 Sargent Drive • New Haven, CT 06511
www.thegooddesignstudio.com
ASSA ABLOY Door Security Solutions Canada
160 Four Valley Drive • Vaughn, ON L4K 4T9
www.assaabloy.ca
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